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Introduction

Straddled by rhe equator, the African continent receives high

average levels of insolation round the year. In very many areas

there prevail high average levels of ambient temperature and rates

of evaporation as well as low average levels of soil moisture and

ratios of run-off to rainfall. There arc two major deserts in Africa,

the Sahara and the Kalahari, as well as vast semi-arid zones such

as the Sudano-Sahslian belt, much of the Horn of Africa and the

semi-arid belt stfetching from Angola through west Zambia, to Zimbabwe

an<3 Botswana. Annual rainfall is low and unreliable and drought

recurrent in these dryland ecologies. Henoe rates of bicmass growth

and survival are low. Nevertheless in most African countries and

particularly in th«? LDC's, biomass remains the major source of energy.

It contributes upwards of two thnds of votal annual energy use

in most and over three quarters in mawy counr.rieo.

Africa's contribution to global CQ2 from fuel use

Fossil fuel used annually -irour.0 the world emit C02 that

contributes an estimated r>0 percent of the greenhouse gases, which

as their concentration in the atmosphere increases; induce global

warming by trapping more of the heai: of solar radiation reaching

the ground surface. The total of carbon added to the global

atmosphere from fossil fuels burnt around the world in 1987 is

estimated at 5 600 million tons. But the share of independent African

countries in the world total of fossil fuel used in 19G7 (Table

1), and hence their contribution to buil<5 up of global fossil fuel

C02, were only small fractions of the world totals.

Biomass used for energy in Africa in 19GC is estimated to have

contributed 220 million tons of carbon to thp global atmosphere,

or around. 4 percent of additions to ^tmospheiic carbon from the

world total of fossil fuels that yeac.

Fuel energy used at present in the African countries in which

energy availability for survival and development is likely to be

most seriously affected by adverse impact of climate change therefore

makes only a very minor contribution to build up of the principal

gas inducing global warming.
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Table 3, Fossil fuels use in Africa 19F7

Peat

Million tons

World Africa Percent

Coal

Lignite and peat

Petroleum

Natural gas (teracalorie

3

2

240

73,3

840

co.e

0.

0.

til

1.

75

Oil

16

0.3

2.8

I'. 7

41 African countries use 17 million tons they .import ..annually oi ,333000 barrels/day

10 African oil pio^ucer countries use the remaining 64 million tons.
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Impact of __climj?t_s change on ernerg_y

tf eis pr^dictec1. in several studies cf climate change induced

by global warming., dryland ecologies then become drier and subject

to more frec;ueru. severe drought, : hen biomass growth and survival

rates can be expected co deteriorate further from current low levels.

This would worsen the already diminishing availability of biomass

for energy in 37 African, countries including Namibia, th.*t: are located

wholly or partly in drylands, that art* inhabited by a very substantial

total population. With the probable exception cf four north African

oil producing countries, in the remaining 33, the large majority

of rur«l anri urban populations are overwhelmingly dependent on biomass

for energy. Moreover- 19 of ^he 33 countries are LDCs.

Hydro-energy potential in the drylands can also be expected

to decline under climate change. This would reduce whatever hydro-

energy resources may exist in these countries.

Sustairability of energy patterns and '.rends

In the erergy sector in most African countriest progressively

worsening shortages of various forms of energy needed for survival

and development: are spreading rapialy. Biomass fuel availability

is deteriorating everywhere. Acute scarcity of biomass for energy
uses is causing increasing hardship foe. the rural and urban majority.

Per capita perroleum consumption for example, had declined in the

interval 19&4-19G7 in <J oil producing and D oil importing African

countries among 26 for which statistics have been reported. Per

capita electricity use has also declined similarly. The most affected
by the declines are of course the LDC's.

Clearly the energy sector patterns and trends now prevailing
are already not sustainable economically,, environmentally or socially,

and can be expected to prove even less sustainable under climate

change. A transition to sustainable energy patterns is inevitable.
The only question is whether the transition will proceed largely
as a planned and orderly process or whether it will be forced by

chaotic breakdown of energy systems? The latter will surely entail
severe economic disruptions, irreversible environmental damage and
exrrente social suffering!

ffnergy policy optjobs to prepare for .clknatg_cnange

The most appropriate energy sector responses to the likely
impacts of climate change in developing countries is. said to be

early action to mitigate the impact through vigorous implementation
of policies and strategies designed to accelerate:
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1. substantial improvement's of the very low energy

: fef f itisncies now' pr^v^ili/ic; xn all raoaern and traditional

"■■: sectors .including f he household sector.

2, widespread development and utilization of indigenous

resources of renewable energy.

Furthermore, bea ase of their pressing need for energy for

'development, there appears to bs a consensus emerging, that despite

global warming, developing cour.tires should be free to increase

efficient fossil fuels use in general, including as replacement

of biomass fuel in the urban household sector.

efficiency in -Africa_;__causes

In al.1 sectors of th<» economies and societies of African

countries? energy efficiency is known to be generally very low with

few exceptions. Throughout each of the stages of producing,

converting- conveying. distributing ana utilizing energy for any

purpose, thi.- proportion of energy wastage is appreciably higher

than cost-effectively attainable with energy technologies on the

market since the lave :970s.

Snergy efficiency is e:itrr-mely lov? particularly in traditional

woodfuel use in African households *ud industries which account

for upward of three quarters of -.oral n«=rional energy use in the

majority of African countries. Energy efficiency is «lso low in

the transport sector which absorbs typically more than half of

petrolruin consumption in the majority of the 40 oil importing African

countries. Despite the fall of the oil prices since v.ho mid eighties,

i.hesr counL:Jcs have "found it more .ati<i more difficult .to afford

to pay fo: modesv annual oil imports of only several hundred thousand

tons typically, as price? of *heir major export commodities continue

to decline- or stagnate. Yet the World Bank had estimated in 19G3

that fvrn wi ih transport technologies already then on the market,

developing countries could be saving at least 20 percent of annual

transport ^neigy use by 1990. Equal or greater energy savings are

known to ^e attainable m modern consc ruction., industry, mining

and in household -.appliances with energy efficient technologies which

have come increasingly on the market since the mid seventies.

The predominance of such low efficiency or course makes

correspond\nlgy higher Africar s contribution to global C02 from

fuel uses and is hence undesirable.

Widespread application of low energy efficiency traditional

technologies, as well as continued operation of a majority of over-

aged technologies from the pre-1974 fra of cheap fuels in the "modern"

sector, arc two cf the major causes of low energy efficiency in

Africa, other mejor causes of low efficiency in the modern sector

are improper operation and inadequate maintenance of equipment,
infrastraor.ures and facilities.
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Hon-conventional renewable energy expansion; constraints in Africa

The, high average level of solar radiation incident through

the year over much of the continent, constitutes a renewable energy

resource endowment of" major significance. Power levels per unit

area are low and availability fluctuates cyclically throughout the

day and seasonally. But with recently maturing solar-electric and

solar-thermal technologies it is becoming ;possibl<? to harness solar

energy cost-effectively Cor continuous energy supply over a growing

range of power levels. It is proving a cost-compet.itive energy

source especially for outlying areas at distances from established

conventional energy supply sources;, that have been narrowing recently.

Steady wind regimes constitue a renewable energy resource

endowment avialable at numerous Iocs. Tions in the continent. Wind

energy is particulary suitable for furnishing modest- requirements

of mechanical energy with a selection of readily available mature

technologies. It is recently proving to be cost-effective also

for electric generation at increasing power levels.

Anorhei renewable energy resource available in many of the

continent's mountainous areas receiving adequate rainfall, is small

hydro. A range of mature technologies are also readily available

for h;<rnecring small hydro to furnish mechanical energy and/or
el.cctrj.cal energy.

In the African Rift Valley extending from the Red Sea coast

to the Mozambique Channel, there are geothermal en&rgy endowments

of considerable significance at numerous locations.

The development of these, renewable eneigy resources has not

been pursued to significant levels ro date, even at locations where

the endowment of a particular resource is adequate and can be' cost-

effectively harnessed for urgent specific needs. It is however

severely constrained by the high foreign exchange costs of the

required renewable energy technologies.

The fossil fuels option for households; constraints

Expanding the use of fossil fuels is commonly advocated for

readily meeting the rapidly growing need of energy for survival

and development in African countries. It has been promoted in

particular as one of rhe main strategy elements for arresting the

rapid depletion of foreot and woodland biomass stocks which results

in the environmental degradation all 1.00 evident in numerous African
countries, i.e. for protection of ihe environment. It is based

on the conviction held by many, thar the major cause of depletion

is the over cutting of trees for fuelwood and charcoal for daily
household energy needs of the rapidly growing population.
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approach however' disregards satisfaction and other major

basic neeni- of the growing population thai: contribute no less to

the depletion. Thost needs include, additional food supply production

on more land largely cleared of origxorial biomass, extensive cutting

of trees and branches for building traditional and modern dwellings

and making furniture, for various implements.- tools, utensils and

artefacts natie partly or wholly of wood. Tht.se causes ol" depletion

of biomass stocks are closely correlated with population numbers.

The loq:'.«3t.ic difficulties of maintaining security of supply

to thinly scattered ron-urban consumers an<i the high economic cost

of delivering fuels to a majority of such consumers are formidable

constraints to expanding fossil fuels use in Africa. For oil

importing countries, the burde-nsonw: f or&ign exchange costs which

increase vrith price escalations and with giowth of demand., are also

major supply-sitf*- obstacles.

Major constraints on the demand side, are the low purchasing

power of rhe majority of consumeis for cae household appliances

operating or, fossil fuels and the high foreign exchange burden of

importing the end-use appliances J:hat- would be borne- by meagre

national foreign exchange resources.

Technological constraints to African responses to clianruti change

Energy effjcienc technologies (HE?), renewable energy

technologies (RET) and the various technologies essential for

producing,- converting, conveying, distributing and efficiently

utilizing fossil fuel v;ould need to be introduced rapidly and applied

on an unprecedented massive scale in African countries, to vigorously

implement the above energy sector response to adverse impacts of

climate change. As a general rule African countries to-date lack

the technological capacity to themselves furnish even simple mature

technology devices* equipment, facilities or tools necessary. They

are Therefore importing practically all energy sector technology

ready made. Under the terms of trad;-- and transfer cf technology

generally prevailing at present internationally, the African countires

can be expected to continue to import tho bulk of energy technologies

they need for the' forseeable future- But as only a small minority

among ■ th?m art:- likely to afford i;o pay the foreign exchange costs

of tha large deals imports of energy technologies needed, t;ffec^ive

implementation of an energy sector response to climate changes in

the continent, is likely to be slowed drastically by formidable

technological barriers.

Conclusion

One of the aims of this conference is "i-o explore in practice

the policy issues and options related to global warming ...through

detailed considers* ion than has been attempted so far, of energy
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technology prnbl^ms and prospects of c'^vsloping countries deserving

special ri-ienvi;;.n if universal solm ri-or1-. ''■-■ vho global warinincj process

are ro be .■vh.ic-ve'"!. '"

ix has been atirmptou in -~h: .fVrc soiiiq to contribute to this

objective by drawing iit-ntion 10 som:.: of th«v m-i;p;- factors, forces 7

and constraints ';<ominan~. t ■; the ^rv-gy f-ror.or ir African countries.

Kc f. ping th^se adL quote ly in focus - *■ hi<= Conference may expect J.o

achieve. its objecLivc of rca1.. >.r.g d-?.ioi.lc-d realistic policy

recom)nt-,ndar.ion -o ell nations Cfncorrit'c, fo: , ffactively implementing

in practice ar- energy sector r-ispon&c towards the transirion f-O

sust? indblc- <?n<:rqy f 01 riev-.lopmenr an." survival ^"r-cJi^r c:limot:o change

in Africa.
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